The functional role of electrophysiological heterogeneity in the rabbit ventricle during rapid pacing and arrhythmias
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Bishop MJ, Vigmond EJ, Plank G. The functional role of electrophysiological heterogeneity in the rabbit ventricle during rapid pacing and arrhythmias. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 304: H1240–H1252, 2013.—Electrophysiological heterogeneity in action potential recordings from healthy intact hearts remains highly variable and, where present, is almost entirely abolished at fast pacing rates. Consequently, the functional importance of intrinsic action potential duration (APD) heterogeneity in healthy ventricles, and particularly its role during rapidly activating reentrant arrhythmias, remain poorly understood. By incorporating both transmural and apicobasal APD heterogeneity within a biventricular rabbit computational model and comparing with an equivalent homogeneous model, we directly investigated the functional importance of intrinsic APD heterogeneity under fast pacing and arrhythmogenic protocols. Although differences in APD were significantly modulated at the tissue level during pacing and further reduced as pacing frequency increased, small differences were still noticeable. Such differences were further marginally accentuated/attenuated via electrotonic effects relative to wavefront propagation directions. The remaining small levels of APD heterogeneity under the fastest pacing frequencies resulted in arrhythmia initiation via heterogeneous conduction block, in contrast to complete block in the homogeneous model. Such induction mechanisms were more evident during premature stimuli at slower paced rhythms where intrinsic heterogeneity remained to a greater degree. During sustained arrhythmias, however, intrinsic heterogeneity made little difference to overall reentrant behavior, either visually, or in terms of duration, metrics quantifying filament/phase singularity dynamics, and global electrocardiogram characteristics. These findings suggest that, despite being important during arrhythmia initiation, intrinsic electrophysiological heterogeneity plays little functional role during rapid pacing and sustained arrhythmia dynamics in the healthy ventricle and thus questions the need to incorporate such detail in computational models when simulating rapid arrhythmias.
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ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL HETEROGENEITY in cellular ionic currents exists in the ventricular myocardium of many species (2). In cells isolated from different spatial locations within the ventricles, these differences in electrical membrane dynamics manifest themselves as distinct differences in action potential durations (APDs) and morphologies. For example, the APD of isolated endocardial cells is significantly longer than that of isolated epicardial cells (35, 36, 52), with epicardial cells also showing a distinctive repolarization (or “notch”) immediately after the upstroke (35). Ventricular cells with distinct electrophysiological characteristics, termed M cells (2, 3), have also been identified, primarily in the midmyocardium, of many species, including rabbit (36) and humans (22). In single cell recordings, M cells display APDs that are much longer than epicardial or endocardial cells, particularly at slow pacing rates. Furthermore, in addition to transmural heterogeneity, APD heterogeneity has also been highlighted between the apical and basal regions (10, 26).

Despite the significant electrophysiological heterogeneity at the single cell level, how these differences are expressed in well-coupled ventricular tissue, both in vitro and in vivo, remains somewhat controversial (3, 44, 50). Recordings from intact perfused ventricular wedge preparations have suggested that, although heterogeneity is present at the tissue level (22, 53), the magnitude of the transmural dispersion of APD is significantly modulated by electrotonic interactions (3, 42) and attenuated even further during rapid pacing rates (22, 53). Furthermore, in vivo recordings from intact hearts (44), in addition to more recent tissue level recordings (38), have not conclusively defined the intrinsic APD heterogeneity in healthy ventricles (44). Although methodological considerations regarding experimental preparations and clinical procedures have been suggested to underlie such disparities (3, 44), this is in stark contrast to recordings during pathological conditions, such as inherited ion channelopathies and heart failure. Here, dispersion of repolarization due to APD heterogeneity has not only been well characterized but directly related to increased arrhythmogenic risk (1). Therefore, in the intact heart during physiological conditions, the functional presence and importance of electrophysiological heterogeneity, and particularly its association with an arrhythmogenic substrate, remain unclear.

Incorporating intrinsic electrophysiological ionic heterogeneity may therefore represent an important consideration in the construction and use of computational ventricular models aimed at the study of arrhythmia mechanisms (6). Indeed, the vast majority of the models used for such investigations (13, 47, 51), including many from our own group (5, 6), represent the ventricles as homogeneous. In light of these shortcomings, it is often argued that the inclusion of ionic heterogeneity would not be expected to significantly alter the findings of the studies related to arrhythmia mechanisms, often citing the modulation of APD heterogeneity due to electrotonic coupling at the tissue level (3, 42) and at fast rates associated with reentrant activity (22, 53). The close agreement of the simulated reentrant dynamics in previous computational studies using homogeneous models with corresponding experimental (5, 13, 45) and clinical measurements (47) suggests that this is the case. However, previous simulation studies on simplified regular slab geometries have indicated that assigned transmural...
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heterogeneity in APD can destabilize reentrant activity in an important manner (14, 15). A thorough assessment of the interaction of electrophysiological heterogeneity with reentrant dynamics within the complex biventricular anatomy is so far lacking. Such a study will allow us to gauge when we need to incorporate heterogeneity within computational models.

In this study, we incorporate both transmural and apicobasal intrinsic electrophysiological heterogeneities within a rabbit whole ventricular computational model. Under different rapid pacing protocols, we assess the electrotonic modulation of corresponding intrinsic gradients in APD and their interaction with global wavefront direction with respect to ventricular anatomy. Through comparison with an electrophysiologically homogeneous model, we conduct a thorough qualitative and quantitative assessment of the importance of intrinsic electrophysiological APD heterogeneity in the initiation of arrhythmias via pacing and in the reentrant dynamics of sustained arrhythmias within the healthy rabbit ventricles.

METHODS

Computational Model

Electrical activity was simulated within a tetrahedral finite element model of the rabbit ventricles, previously described (17). The model represents gross biventricular geometry and includes anatomically realistic fiber architecture but lacks detail regarding fine scale anatomical features such as the coronary vasculature and endocardial structures. The model contains 547,680 myocardial nodes defining 2,966,136 tetrahedral elements. The mean finite element edge length within the myocardium is 279 μm. In addition to the ventricular myocardium, the model also represents a perfusing conducting bath surrounding the ventricles and within ventricular cavities. Two versions of the model were used in the study: a heterogeneous model that included transmural and apicobasal electrophysiological heterogeneity (see below), and a homogeneous model that assigned the same electrophysiological parameters throughout.

Simulating Electrical Activity

Governing equations. The bidomain equations were used to simulate electrical activation within the ventricular models (24)

\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{\sigma}_m \nabla V_m = \beta I_m \quad (1) \]

\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{\sigma}_e \nabla \phi_e = -\beta I_m - I_{ei} \quad (2) \]

\[ I_m = C_m \frac{\partial V_m}{\partial t} + I_{\text{ion}}(V_m, \eta) - I_i \quad (3) \]

\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{\sigma}_e \nabla \phi_e = -I_{eb} \quad (4) \]

where \( \phi_i \) and \( \phi_e \) are the intracellular and extracellular potentials, respectively; \( V_m = \phi_i - \phi_e \) is the transmembrane voltage; \( \mathbf{\sigma}_m \) and \( \mathbf{\sigma}_e \) are the intracellular and extracellular conductivity tensors, respectively; \( \beta \) is the membrane surface to volume ratio; \( I_m \) is the transmembrane current density; \( I_{ei} \) and \( I_{eb} \) are extracellular stimuli applied in the interstitial space or the bath, respectively; \( I_i \) is a transmembrane stimulus; \( C_m \) is the membrane capacitance per unit area; and \( I_{\text{ion}} \) is the membrane ionic current density that depends on \( V_m \) and a set of state variables, \( \eta \). The value of \( C_m \) was 1 μF/cm². At tissue boundaries, no flux boundary conditions are imposed for \( \phi_i \) in the intracellular space whereas continuity of the normal component of the extracellular current \( (\mathbf{\sigma}_e \nabla \phi_e \cdot \mathbf{n}) \) and continuity of \( \phi_e \) in the interstitial space are enforced along the tissue-bath interface. At the boundaries of the conductive bath surrounding the tissue, no flux boundary conditions for \( \phi_e \) are imposed.

During certain protocols, it was preferable to represent the tissue as a single conducting domain, whereby the bidomain equations are reduced to the monodomain equation

\[ C_m \frac{\partial V_m}{\partial t} + I_{\text{ion}} = \nabla \cdot \mathbf{\sigma}_m \nabla V_m, \quad (5) \]

where \( \mathbf{\sigma}_m \) is the harmonic mean conductivity tensor chosen to match bidomain conduction velocities (7). During monodomain simulations, no flux boundary conditions are imposed on \( V_m \). A monodynamic representation was used for restitution and rapid pacing arrhythmia induction protocols, as well as simulating the long durations of sustained arrhythmia activity. Bidomain representations were used during external shock application for induction via shock-induced arrhythmogenesis (see below). Bidomain was used during stimulation to correctly capture formation of virtual electrodes. During pacing and sustained arrhythmias, bidomain effects play a very minor role, and so here the more computationally efficient monodomain approximation was used. Solutions to the bidomain and monodomain equations above were performed using the finite element method within the Cardiac Arrhythmia Research Package (CARP; Ref. 48), the underlying numerical details of which have been described extensively elsewhere (40, 49).

Electrophysiological parameters. The membrane ionic current was represented by the recent rabbit ventricular cell model of Mahajan-Shiferaw (32). Modifications used to represent electrophysiological heterogeneity are described below. The Clerc (16) intra- and extracellular conductivity values were used, being 0.17 S/m along the fiber and 0.019 S/m in the interstitial space, respectively, within the ventricular domain. The bath-loading effects on the morphology of the excitation wavefront are very minor when using these values and thus were neglected (7). During simulations of arrhythmias, conductivity values were uniformly scaled to reduce conduction velocity by 25% in all directions. Such a reduction is also commonly used in experimental studies through either the use of pharmacological uncoupling agents (31) or flecainide to slow conduction (29), due to difficulties in successfully sustaining reentrant activity in healthy rabbit ventricles (11, 31, 34). The bath conductivity, \( \sigma_b \), was set to 1.0 S/m (isotropic).

Electrophysiological heterogeneity assignment. Intrinsic electrophysiological heterogeneity was represented by modifying individual ionic currents based on both previous modeling studies (33, 43) and experimental data (23, 35, 36, 52). Specifically, maximum conductivities of the transient-outward current \( (g_{Ks} \text{ and } g_{Ko} \text{ )} \), the sodium current \( (g_{Na} \text{) \), and the rapid \( (g_{Kr} \text{) \) and slow \( (g_{Ks} \) \) delayed-rectifier potassium currents within the Mahajan-Shiferaw model were varied to define distinct endocardial, midmyocardial, and epicardial regions. The spatial distribution of intrinsic transmural heterogeneity in ionic currents for these specific regions was assigned relative thicknesses of 3:3:2, respectively, across the myocardial wall (33, 43). The septum was defined as part of the left ventricle (LV) with the right ventricle (RV) side of the septum defined as “epicardial” tissue (26). Such a choice is in line with previous experimental studies (37), which have shown a decrease in APD across the septum (from LV to RV), suggesting a more epicardial-like electrophysiological make up on the RV side. The assignment of transmural regions within the ventricles is shown in Fig. 1. Table 1 lists the modifications made to the maximum conductances of the above-mentioned ionic currents to represent intrinsic transmural heterogeneity.

In addition to transmural heterogeneity, intrinsic apicobasal heterogeneity in repolarization was introduced via an alteration of the slow delayed rectifier potassium current \( I_{ks} \). In the case of the rabbit, APD is longer at the apex than the base (10, 26). Therefore, an additional linear scaling function of \( g_{ks} \ast (1.0 + \frac{d}{d_{apex}}) \) as used previously (26) was applied, where \( d \) represents the normalized apex-base distance.
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Both models. Therefore, to allow the dynamics of sustained reentrant coupling interval (CI) between 215 and 160 ms were applied after the from 180 to 160 ms. For the S1S2 protocol, premature stimuli of protocols above, successively reducing the BCL in 5-ms increments as opposed to diastolic interval (DI) to allow direct comparison in the cardiac system. Throughout, restitution curves are plotted against BCL.

Stimulation Protocol

Dynamic restitution. Rapid pacing protocols were performed for three separate pacing directions: apex-base: pacing electrode located at the apex, inducing wavefront propagation in the apex-base direction; endo-epi: pacing electrode defined as the entire endocardial surface, inducing wavefront propagation in the endocardial-epicardial direction throughout the ventricles; and epi-endo: pacing electrode defined as the entire epicardial surface, inducing wavefront propagation in the epicardial-endocardial direction throughout the ventricles. Wavefront propagation directions for each protocol are shown in Fig. 2. Each protocol consisted of 10 paced beats at a particular basic cycle lengths (BCL), which was successively shortened from 500, 400, 300, 280, 260, 240, 220, 200, and 180 ms where 180 ms represented the shortest BCL at which 1:1 conduction was achieved. Although stimulation of the entire endocardial and epicardial surfaces does not represent experimental protocols, their use allowed induction of wavefront propagation approximately towards the epicardial/endocardial surfaces, respectively, throughout the ventricles. Furthermore, the endo-epi direction approximately represents activation via the Purkinje system. Throughout, restitution curves are plotted against BCL as opposed to diastolic interval (DI) to allow direct comparison in the response of the two models at different pacing rates and during different protocols. It should be noted that, during steady state, the point at which the gradient of the restitution curve of APD vs. DI has a value equal to 1 and the gradient of the restitution curve APD vs. BCL has a value of 0.5. More generally, the gradient of the APD vs. DI curve (mDI) can be related to the gradient of the APD vs. BCL curve (mBCL) via mDI = mBCL/(1 - mBCL). In addition, restitution protocols were also performed at the single cell level.

Arrhythmia induction. Susceptibility to arrhythmia induction was assessed using both rapid pacing and premature stimuli (S1S2) protocols with the pacing electrodes defined above. For the rapid pacing protocol, pacing was continued following the dynamic restitution protocols above, successively reducing the BCL in 5-ms increments from 180 to 160 ms. For the S1S2 protocol, premature stimuli of coupling interval (CI) between 215 and 160 ms were applied after the 10th beat following pacing at a constant cycle length of 400 ms.

The above pacing protocols did not reliably induce arrhythmias in both models. Therefore, to allow the dynamics of sustained reentrant arrhythmias to be analyzed in both models required the use of an established arrhythmogenic shock-induction protocol, as described previously (9), which reliably induced numerous episodes of arrhythmias in both models. Briefly, a monophasic truncated exponential shock (duration 5 ms) was delivered to the ventricles via a plate electrode setup, applied at a certain CI following the 10th preconditioning beat (apical stimulation. BCL 180 ms). Different combinations of shock strengths between 15 and 30 V and CIs between 160 and 240 ms were used to induce a total of 36 different arrhythmia episodes. Induced arrhythmia durations were defined as the time from shock-end until the entire ventricles returned to polarization levels of less than −80 mV.

Data Analysis

APD calculation. APDs were defined as the time point between depolarization (positive crossing of 0-mV threshold) and 90% repolarization and were calculated at all node points within the ventricles. Throughout, an average of APD of the eighth and ninth paced beat was used for analysis at each BCL.

ECG calculation. Unipolar electrogram recordings were measured with an Einthoven configuration (8) and used to compute pseudo-electrocardiogram (ECG) traces. Dominant frequencies (DFs) were calculated directly from pseudo-ECG traces following preprocessing with a fast Fourier transform.

Filament analysis. Filaments, which represent the organizing centers of reentrant circuits, were detected using an algorithm based on the approach of Fenton and Karma (19), adapted for use within an unstructured finite element regime (9). Briefly, the method defines the location of a filament as the intersection of the iso-surfaces of Viso = Vxin (where Vxin distinguishes polarized and depolarized regions of tissue) and dVinx/dt = 0. The methods for identifying individual filaments in space and tracking their dynamics in time were based on previous studies (12, 47), adapted for use on unstructured finite element meshes used in this study, as detailed previously (9).

Throughout each simulation, all filament interactions (birth, death, division, and amalgamation) were recorded along with total filament numbers and mean lengths at each time step. Total filament interaction rate was defined as the sum of the birth, death, division and amalgamation rates. The intersections of filaments with epicardial triangles within the model were identified and counted as unique surface phase singularities (PSs). Maximum numbers of filaments and PSs were defined as the maximum total number of filaments/PSs present within the ventricles in any one time frame during a particular episode.

RESULTS

Electrotonic Modulation of Manifest Transmural APD Heterogeneity

Figure 3A shows single cell AP traces incorporating the intrinsic changes in ionic currents associated with endo-, mid-, and epi-regions defined above, along with an AP defined by the default value of the Mahajan-Shiferaw model following pacing at

Table 1. Relative adjustments made to default values of maximum conductances of ionic currents within Mahajan-Shiferaw model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Parameter</th>
<th>Endo</th>
<th>Mid</th>
<th>Epi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transient outward (slow)</td>
<td>$g_{Na}$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient outward (fast)</td>
<td>$g_{Na}$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast sodium</td>
<td>$g_{Na}$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow-inward potassium</td>
<td>$g_{Ks}$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed-rectifier potassium</td>
<td>$g_{Kr}$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Endo, mid, and epi: endocardial, midmyocardial, and epicardial.
a BCL of 500 ms. Here, $I_{Ks}$ modifications are as a point mid-way between apex and base. APDs for single cells are 181 ms (endocardial), 199 ms (midmyocardial), 141 ms (epicardial), and 173 ms (default). Note that comparing additional epicardial APs located at the base and apex, APD dispersion is much less in the apicobasal direction with APDs of 135 and 148 ms, respectively.

These distinct differences seen in AP morphology at the single cell level are significantly modulated at the whole tissue level in the heterogeneous model due to electrotonic effects, as shown in Fig. 3B, left, which plots APs recorded from individual points within the endo-, mid-, and epi-regions during apical pacing at a BCL of 500 ms. For comparison, Fig. 3B, right, shows APs recorded from the same locations in the homogeneous model. APDs for the three respective locations in the heterogeneous model are 192 ms (endocardial), 188 ms (midmyocardial), and 162 ms (epicardial), compared with 173, 173, and 171 ms, respectively, in the homogeneous model. Note that in the heterogeneous model, electrotonic effects due to the close proximately of the epicardial layer of tissue to the midmyocardial tissue acts to reduce the APD of the midmyocardial tissue below that of the endocardial tissue.

Restitution Analysis

Single cell. Figure 4 shows single cell restitution plots for individual epicardial (solid line), midmyocardial (fine-dashed line), and endocardial (course-dashed line) cells with the corresponding adjustments to ionic currents described in Electrophysiological heterogeneity assignment in addition to the default cell (dot-dashed line). Immediately apparent in Fig. 4 is the respectively longer APD of the midmyocardial cells compared with endocardial cells and of endocardial cells compared with epicardial cells. This difference in APD is most apparent during high BCL but is significantly attenuated as pacing frequency increases. For example, at 500-ms BCL the AP of midmyocardial cells is 17.7-ms longer than that of the endocardial cells and 58.1-ms longer than the epicardial cells; at 180 ms, however, this is reduced to just 7.9 and 28.2 ms, respectively. Shown also in Fig. 4, left, are the maximum gradient values of the restitution plots.

The endocardial cell has a maximum gradient close to that of the default cell (0.42 compared with 0.43), whereas the midmyocardial cell has a higher maximum gradient (0.64) and the epicardial cell a lower value (0.26).

Tissue level. Figure 5 shows restitution plots for the three different pacing protocols for both the heterogeneous and homogeneous models. APD values represent mean APDs for all nodes within each region (endocardial, midmyocardial, and epicardial) within the axial slice shown in Fig. 5, bottom-left inset (excluding septum). For all pacing directions, the magnitude of the difference in APDs between different transmural regions in the heterogeneous model is significantly attenuated, relative to the larger differences seen at the single cell level (due to electrotonic effects), as witnessed in Fig. 3. However, here we see that the smaller differences that are present at longer BCLs are attenuated even further as pacing frequency increases, similar to the effect seen in the single cell protocols above (Fig. 4). At a BCL of 180 ms, there is less than a 10-ms difference in APD between the different transmural regions for apex-base and epi-endo pacing directions and less than a 14-ms difference for endo-epi pacing.
We now examine how APD varies transmurally across the ventricular wall for different pacing directions. Figure 6A plots APD as a function of normalized transmural distance (along the transmural line shown at bottom-left inset) at 400-, 300-, and 200-ms BCLs for both heterogeneous and homogeneous models during all three pacing directions. In the homogeneous case during epi-endo and endo-epi propagation, we see the characteristic lengthening of the AP close to the stimulus site and shortening of the AP near the site of collision of the wavefront with the distal surface. During apex-base propagation, APD is largely homogeneous throughout the wall, with a slight shortening close to the epicardium due to the curved nature of the wavefront itself (Fig. 2) quickening repolarization in this region due to wavefront curvature (18). In the heterogeneous model, for all pacing directions the previously witnessed transmural dispersion of APD (Fig. 3B) is more visible, with a clear prolongation of APD from epicardium to endocardium. However, the above-mentioned edge effects (increase in APD close to stimulus site, reduction in APD close to collision surface) combine with the intrinsic APD differences induced by the imposed transmural electrophysiological heterogeneity, accentuating the transmural dispersion of APD for endo-epi propagation and attenuating dispersion for epi-endo propagation. For example, total transmural dispersion in APD at a BCL of 300 ms is 35.2 ms for endo-epi propagation compared with 29.3 ms for epi-endo propagation. Figure 6B highlights the intrinsic heterogeneity remaining in the absence of edge-related electrotonic effects, showing the difference in APD between corresponding points in the two models (heterogeneous APD minus homogeneous APD). As can be seen in the difference plots, the remaining intrinsic heterogeneity in APD is similar for all pacing directions following the removal of electrotonic effects relating to pacing/wavefront direction.

Examination of APD variation along a line in the global apex-base direction also shows similar effects to those seen above (data not shown). In the homogeneous model case, APDs are very similar along the apex-base line during endo-epi and epi-endo pacing directions. For example, the difference in manifest APD between two points located at the apex and base during endo-epi pacing is approximately <2 ms at 200-, 300-, and 400-ms BCLs. During apical pacing, however, a slight reduction in APD (of ~10 ms) is evident close to the base due to the electrotonic effects of wavefront collision with the cut surface. In the heterogeneous case, the enforced gradient of $I_{Ks}$ conductance along the apicobasal direction leads to a noticeable intrinsic gradient in APD in this direction, as expected, with longer APDs close to the apex and shorter APDs near the base. For example, during endo-epi pacing, the...
difference in APDs between apex and base is >20 ms at each BCL, reaching ~30 ms for apical pacing when electrotonic effects are additionally present.

Arrhythmia Induction Via Pacing

Induction via rapid pacing. Following the restitution protocols applied above on to the homogeneous and heterogeneous ventricular models, BCL was continually reduced in increments of 10 ms to attempt to induce an arrhythmia via rapid pacing. Arrhythmia induction was not possible in either model during apical pacing; below 180-ms BCL, conduction block and entire loss of capture resulted. However, during both endo-epi and epi-endo pacing arrhythmia induction was possible in the heterogeneous model. Figure 7 shows the mechanism of induction for both endo-epi (top) and epi-endo (bottom) pacing, respectively. Each panel shows $V_m$ distributions at time instances between 12 and 42 ms following successive paced beats at BCL of 170 ms. In both cases, the first beat shown is successful, inducing 1:1 conduction and uniform wavefront propagation away from the pacing sites within the model. The second paced beat occurs before the tissue has fully recovered, inducing conduction block within most of the tissue surrounding the pacing sites. However, conduction is not blocked uniformly throughout the tissue and propagation eventually succeeds close to the insertion sites of the septum with the free wall (where heterogeneity is high). The heterogeneous distribution of refractory tissue following the largely failed paced beat then provides the essential substrate for these small wavefronts to interact with and generate sustained reentry. In the homogeneous model, arrhythmia induction was not possible during any rapid pacing protocol due to uniform conduction block and entire lack of capture as pacing frequency increased.

Induction via premature stimuli. From the previous restitution analysis, it was shown that assigned intrinsic heterogeneity is retained to a greater extent during slower BCLs. Therefore, the application of a premature stimulus occurring during a slow pacing rate may exploit this heterogeneity more effectively to facilitate arrhythmia induction via a similar mechanism to that seen above in Fig. 7. To assess this, a premature stimulus was delivered to the ventricles via the pacing electrodes at different S2 CIs following prepacing at a BCL of 400 ms, as described in METHODS.

Figure 8 shows the vulnerability of each model for arrhythmia induction via this method for different CIs during different pacing electrode configurations. No arrhythmias were induced at any S2 CI via this protocol within the homogeneous model.
Furthermore, neither model induced arrhythmic activity during apex-base pacing (only normal propagation or uniform block were observed). However, the heterogeneous model successfully induced arrhythmias during a number of CIs during epi-endo and endo-epi pacing, occurring between 180 and 190 ms. Arrhythmias were induced via similar mechanisms to those depicted in Fig. 7, involving nonuniform conduction block occurring in a number of regions. In addition, single ectopic beats were induced in the heterogeneous model, occurring when propagation was uniformly blocked except for one small region close to the base of the thin RV wall that produced a focal-like activation. After a short delay, propagation from this site simply swept through the rest of the recovered ventricles, resulting in a nonreentrant, ectopic beat. Such an ectopic activity was also seen in one case during epi-endo pacing in the homogeneous model.

Sustained Arrhythmia Complexity

To assess the role played by electrophysiological heterogeneity in sustained arrhythmias, a total of 36 different arrhythmias were induced following the protocol described in Arrhythmia induction and their resulting dynamics analyzed using the procedures outlined in Data Analysis. In each of the two models, similar numbers of episodes were initially successfully sustained (i.e., induced for >500 ms): 21 in the heterogeneous vs. 18 in the homogeneous model. Furthermore, similar numbers of episodes were subsequently self-sustained for a long duration (>1,500 ms): 8 in the heterogeneous vs. 11 in the homogeneous model, as demonstrated in Fig. 9.

Visually, there was no discernible difference between the wavefront patterns or filament dynamics within in the heterogeneous vs. homogeneous models. This is demonstrated in Fig. 10, which shows $V_m$ distributions (top) and filaments (bottom) at different time instances throughout the episodes for the two models. Both episodes were characterized by large wavefronts, sweeping around the ventricles. Wavebreak occurred relatively infrequently in each model and was not the dominant mechanism sustaining the arrhythmia.

During sustained episodes, metrics quantifying the numbers of filaments and PSs and their respective dynamics were also similar between models. These similarities are demonstrated in Fig. 11, which shows, as an example, plots of the evolution in the number of filaments (A) and PSs (B) during two particular arrhythmias in the heterogeneous (solid line) and homogeneous (dashed line) models. For these episodes, the mean filament count was 4.10 in the heterogeneous model with a maximum of 14, compared with 5.33 in the homogeneous model with a maximum of 15. In terms of PSs, the mean count was 4.06 in the heterogeneous model (maximum 14), compared with 4.41 in the homogeneous model (maximum 12).

Fig. 7. Arrhythmia induction following rapid endocardial (top) and epicardial (bottom) pacing. Images show $V_m$ distributions within the ventricular model following successive pacing stimuli at a BCL of 170 ms. Top and bottom: successful planar conduction during beat #1 and unsuccessful nonuniform conduction resulting in arrhythmia induction during beat #2.

Fig. 8. Vulnerability table for arrhythmia induction following premature stimulus for heterogeneous (left) and homogeneous (right) models during apex-base, endo-epi, and epi-endo pacing protocols. Colors represent protocol outcome following S2 stimulus: black, successful (normal) propagation; dark grey, complete conduction block and propagation failure; light grey, induction of a single, nonsustained ectopic beat; white, reentrant arrhythmia induction.

Fig. 9. Sustained arrhythmia induction in the heterogeneous (left) and homogeneous (right) models during endo-epi pacing with early S2 (160 ms) and delayed S2 (200 ms).
Table 2 then summarizes the analysis shown as mean values averaged over all episodes sustained >1,000 ms in each model. The homogeneous model had arrhythmia episodes with slightly higher mean filament and PS counts, perhaps suggesting slightly more complex arrhythmia dynamics within the homogeneous model. However, other metrics such as maximum filament counts and total filament interaction rates were more similar between models. Furthermore, the heterogeneous model predicted shorter

Fig. 9. Number of induced arrhythmia episodes successfully sustained for longer than 500 ms (left) and 1,500 ms (right) for both heterogeneous (black) and homogeneous (grey) models.

Fig. 10. Evolution of arrhythmia dynamics. Images show $V_m$ distributions and filaments (pink) within both the heterogeneous (top) and homogeneous (bottom) ventricular model during a sustained arrhythmia episode.
filament life times and longer mean filament lengths than the homogeneous model, suggesting potentially less stable dynamics in the heterogeneous model.

DF of the ECG is a commonly used metric to quantify the overall global complexity of an arrhythmic event. Table 3 shows that the mean DFs for each of the three ECG leads analyzed were very similar between the two models, which was also shown by the qualitative similarity in the ECG trace morphologies, an example of which is shown in Fig. 11C.

**DISCUSSION**

Direct evidence of significant manifest electrophysiological heterogeneity in APD recordings from healthy intact hearts requires further elucidation (44). In tissue-level measurements where heterogeneity has been seen, it is always significantly attenuated compared with that witnessed in isolated cell recordings and, importantly, is almost entirely abolished at fast pacing rates. Consequently, the functional presence and role of APD gradients in the healthy ventricles, and particularly how heterogeneity may implicate itself in the dynamics of reentrant arrhythmias where tissue activation is rapid, remain incompletely understood, hampering the faithful construction of computational ventricular models used in arrhythmia investigations. By incorporating both intrinsic transmural and apico-basal heterogeneities in APD within a biventricular rabbit computational model, we have demonstrated that intrinsic APD gradients are significantly attenuated by tissue level electrotonic interactions and rapid pacing rates under a variety of different pacing protocols. Furthermore, electrotonic effects relating to activation direction were seen to further accentuate or attenuate the small manifest APD gradients that do remain, dependant on wavefront direction. Although the small degree of manifest APD heterogeneity at the fastest cycle lengths was sufficient to provide a substrate for arrhythmia induction (under the specific stimulation protocols analyzed), it was more relevant during premature stimuli application at slower pacing rates where intrinsic heterogeneity was less attenuated. Importantly, however, the dynamics of sustained reentrant arrhythmias within the whole ventricular model including physiological intrinsic gradients in assigned APD were in fact found to be very similar to those within an equivalent homogeneous model comparing a variety of different quantitative metrics.

**Electrotonic Modulation of Intrinsic APD Gradient During Pacing**

The maximum magnitude of the transmural dispersion of APD at the tissue level found here was ~35–45 ms (Fig. 5) at the slower pacing rates studied. This agrees well with previous experimental recordings from rabbit LV wedge preparations that reported an approximately 40-to-50-ms dispersion at stimulus rates of 1,000–2,000 ms. Furthermore, experimental measurements from the epicardial surface of isolated Landendorf-perfused rabbit hearts have also suggested apex-base APD dispersions of approximately 20–30 ms (4), which are again inline with those reported at the tissue level here. To our knowledge, however, the rate dependence of these variation has not been measured in the intact rabbit heart, limiting experimental validation. The transmural dispersion of APD predicted in our simulations was also inline with previous simulation studies that implemented similar experimentally derived transmural electrophysiological heterogeneity in ionic properties. Although these studies did predict slightly lower dispersions of APD (~25 ms), this is thought to be due to their use of Luo-Rudy-based guinea pig, as opposed to rabbit, ventricular cell models. The preservation of a slightly higher transmural gradient of APD in our model therefore suggests that the results presented in this study represent somewhat of an upper limit of the role of heterogeneity on rapid pacing and arrhythmias in healthy rabbit ventricles.

**Table 2. Summary of filament dynamics metrics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Heterogeneous</th>
<th>Homogeneous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filament nos.</td>
<td>3.71 ± 0.88</td>
<td>5.51 ± 1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max filament nos.</td>
<td>14.10 ± 2.42</td>
<td>14.73 ± 2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS nos.</td>
<td>3.37 ± 0.54</td>
<td>4.40 ± 0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max PS</td>
<td>13.20 ± 1.62</td>
<td>16.27 ± 2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean filament length</td>
<td>327 ± 81</td>
<td>208 ± 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total interaction rate</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean life times</td>
<td>11.36 ± 0.87</td>
<td>15.25 ± 1.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are mean values ± SD obtained for all episodes sustained >1,000 ms. PS, phase singularities.

**Table 3. Mean DFs obtained from ECG leads I, II, and III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Heterogeneous</th>
<th>Homogeneous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF lead I</td>
<td>5.60 ± 0.72</td>
<td>5.44 ± 0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF lead II</td>
<td>5.75 ± 0.32</td>
<td>5.62 ± 0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF lead III</td>
<td>5.77 ± 0.50</td>
<td>5.44 ± 0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are mean dominant frequencies (DFs) ± SD obtained from ECG leads I, II, and III for all episodes sustained >1,000 ms in each model.
The modulation of the intrinsic APD heterogeneity due to electrotonic interactions at the tissue level uncovered here, and its further reduction during higher pacing frequencies, agree with the findings from previous simulation studies on more anatomically simplistic models (15, 20, 21, 42). Electrotonic effects are known to be highly sensitive to specific wavefront shapes and myocardial fiber orientations (18). Here we importantly showed that such electrotonic modulation of intrinsic APD gradients exists within an anatomically realistic biventricular geometry incorporating realistic fiber architecture under a variety of different propagation directions. We believe that these findings, combined with the further modulation of heterogeneity at higher pacing frequencies, are therefore important in understanding the role intrinsic electrophysiological heterogeneity may play in arrhythmia mechanisms within the whole ventricles.

In spite of these electrotonic interactions, intrinsic APD heterogeneity was still noticeable, even under the fastest pacing cycles. However, recent transmural optical mapping studies from rabbit ventricular wedge preparations (38) have suggested that electrotonic influences alone may be sufficient to entirely overcome intrinsic differences in APD during transmural propagation, such that APD decreases from the pacing site for both epi-endo and endo-epi propagation. Such a relationship between activation time and APD was indeed present in our homogeneous model (Fig. 6), with APD longest close to the stimulation site and decreasing progressively away from it. In the heterogeneous case, this electrotonic effect interacted with the intrinsic transmural APD gradient, accentuating the overall dispersion of APD during endo-epi propagation and modulating it during epi-epi propagation. However, during epicardial stimulation, the decrease in manifest APD from endo to epi due to intrinsic APD heterogeneity was still present (Fig. 6). This apparent discrepancy between simulation and experiment could lie in previously discussed methodological concerns regarding the nature of these in vitro measurements (3, 50). Alternatively, it is possible that the appreciable wavefront curvature due to the point stimulus used in the experiments would increase electrotonic loading close to the stimulus site, further increasing APD preferentially in this region of high curvature, relative to the more planar wavefronts imposed from our simulation protocols (18, 21). The apparent reduced electrotonic interaction seen here could suggest that the assigned intrinsic heterogeneity in ionic currents is too severe and/or that diffusive coupling in the model is not sufficiently strong. However, assigned heterogeneity was based on experimental data and reproduced APDs within the experimental range for isolated cells and the experimentally derived conductivities (16) produced physiological conduction velocities. Indeed, the study by Clayton and Holden (15) was only able to completely overcome the intrinsic APD gradient in a simplified slab model through the use of conductivities that gave highly unphysiological conduction velocities.

**Importance of Intrinsic Heterogeneity During Sustained Arrhythmias**

The main finding of this study is that inclusion of intrinsic electrophysiological heterogeneity within a computational model of the healthy rabbit ventricles makes little difference to the dynamics of induced arrhythmias. This supports previous computational modeling studies (5, 13, 47), which have used electrophysiologically homogeneous models, usually identifying this lack of heterogeneity as a limitation. The metrics used to assess arrhythmia dynamics and complexity within these studies, such as filament/PS counts, dominant frequencies, epicardial wavefront counts, as well as more qualitative descriptions of wavefront dynamics during reentrant behavior, have shown close agreement with experimental and clinical studies. Here, we show a direct comparison between simulated arrhythmias in electrophysiologically heterogeneous and homogeneous models of anatomically realistic healthy ventricles. The DFs recorded during the simulated arrhythmias (Table 3) corresponded to activation rates of $\approx 180$ ms. At such rapid rates, intrinsic heterogeneity was significantly modulated under all wavefront propagation directions considered. This significant reduction in manifest APD gradients leads to very similar wavefront dynamics witnessed in the homogeneous model during episodes of reentry. These findings, therefore, underscore the suggestion that intrinsic APD gradients have little role in the dynamics of sustained arrhythmias in the healthy rabbit ventricles.

Despite overall similarities between the heterogeneous and homogeneous models during arrhythmias, small differences were still apparent. Interestingly, though, such differences were not as significant as suggested by studies performed on regular slab models (14, 15). These studies on less anatomically realistic geometries have shown close agreement with experimental and clinical descriptions of wavefront dynamics during reentrant behavior, such as filament/PS counts, dominant frequencies, epicardial wavefront counts, as well as more qualitative descriptions of wavefront dynamics during reentrant behavior. These findings, therefore, underscore the suggestion that intrinsic APD gradients have little role in the dynamics of sustained arrhythmias in the healthy rabbit ventricles.

Although minor differences were identified, the most important metrics describing the overall stability, dynamics, durations, and visual complexity of the arrhythmias were similar irrespective of electrophysiological heterogeneity. In contrast to the simplified geometries, the complex biventricular geometry incorporating realistic fiber architecture acts to dominate reentry dynamics, which we believe is driving the filament
breakup in both models, despite the relatively shallow restitution curves. Consequently, the effects of electrophysiological heterogeneity are thus less apparent. Furthermore, simpler geometries have relatively more inexorable boundaries, which encourage filament breakup, potentially increasing the apparent complexity relative to that predicted by ventricular models. In addition, the slab setups used previously had much thicker transmural walls (up to 12 mm; Refs. 14, 15) than in our rabbit geometry (LV, ~6 mm; and RV, ~3 mm), which is known to better preserve larger transmural APD gradients (42).

**Arrhythmia Induction Via Pacing**

In this study, our focus was not to examine the role of electrophysiological heterogeneity during shock-induced arrhythmogenesis in which it has been previously demonstrated that intrinsic heterogeneity interacts with the applied extracellular stimulus in a variety of mechanisms specific to shock induction (33). However, our findings did successfully demonstrate the important role of intrinsic heterogeneity in the success of arrhythmia induction following both rapid pacing and premature paced beats.

During rapid pacing, we found that for epicardial and endocardial stimulation, it was possible to induce reentrant activity within the heterogeneous model as pacing frequency increased, in contrast to the homogeneous model in which arrhythmia initiation was not possible for any pacing site. Although these findings could be specific to the exact protocols and electrode configurations used here, it appears that the small differences in manifest APD gradients that remain at the fastest cycle lengths, particularly in the apicobasal direction, become important in the formation of heterogeneous conduction block from the stimulus surface. We believe that entire epicardial and endocardial surface stimulation accentuates the interaction of the wavefronts with the intrinsically assigned apicobasal heterogeneity, which appeared to be modulated under fast pacing to a lesser degree than transmural gradients. It is important to note, though, that stimulation of smaller, perhaps more physiologically realistic, sites on the epicardial and endocardial may not exploit this apex-base heterogeneity in this manner and thus arrhythmia induction may be harder. Indeed, the initial successful conduction pathway during both induction via epicardial and endocardial surface stimulation appeared close to the base where intrinsic APD is lower (Fig. 7). Although this proved an important mechanism during arrhythmia initiation, it did not appear to affect the overall dynamics of sustained arrhythmias (in which activation rate is also rapid), as discussed above. Such wholly transmural wavefront propagation patterns, perpendicular to the apicobasal APD gradient, would not be expected to occur frequently during arrhythmias due to the natural excitation pathways present in the ventricle. However, this mechanism could prove more important during the rapid firing of sinus Purkinje activity, which would induce wavefronts of this nature, although the longer APD of Purkinje cells may prevent such rapid excitation rates being achieved.

During the premature stimulus protocol, premature paced beats were applied to the ventricles during relatively slower paced rhythms, in which manifest APD heterogeneity was present to a greater degree than during faster BCLs. Such a scenario more faithfully replicates a potential mechanism of arrhythmia induction in vivo in which a premature beat may arise during normal sinus rhythm, for example, as a result of triggered activity or abnormal automaticity. Although this is potentially applicable to the case of endocardial stimulation (which approximately represents Purkinje activation), it should be noted that the stimulation electrodes used in this study to represent epicardial and apical stimulation do not represent physiologically realistic activation sites or sequences. Nonetheless, the more frequent occurrence of both arrhythmias and single ectopics seen in the heterogeneous model using these stimulus setups suggests that the presence of intrinsic heterogeneity is important for arrhythmia induction in the context of premature beats during slower rhythms where the remaining manifest heterogeneity is exploited.

Previous simulation (41) and experimental (28) studies have demonstrated the importance of APD gradients along the direction of pacing in the formation of unidirectional conduction block during premature stimuli, providing an arrhythmogenic substrate. These studies have shown that a point S2 stimulus (replicating focal triggered activity) applied to the wave-back can form unidirectional block in the presence of an APD gradient of ≥3 ms/mm. Although our choice of electrode configurations (at the extremities of the tissue) prevented a direct comparison with these previous works, it did allow us (for epicardial/endocardial stimuli) to exploit APD gradients in directions both parallel and perpendicular to the direction of pacing and importantly consider how they interact within the full three-dimensional anatomy of the ventricles. We were thus able to demonstrate how even relatively small apicobasal APD gradients may interact synergistically with transmural gradients and irregular ventricular wall thicknesses to allow nonuniform capture of the stimulus to induce reentry, a feature that was absent in the homogeneous model. Although less physiologically realistic, we believe that the protocols used here nonetheless uncover important insight relating to the combined role of transmural and apicobasal electrophysiological heterogeneities at the whole ventricle level in the mechanisms of reentry induction by a premature stimulus. These findings may be applicable to other, more physiological, scenarios, as well as under diseased conditions where electrophysiological heterogeneity (of a different type) may be more significant.

**Study Limitations**

In this study we did not include a representation of the reduced electrical conduction in the subepicardial region, as has been suggested in some canine studies. Such an electrical uncoupling would be expected to reduce transmural electrotonic currents in the model. Given that here we only witnessed a modulation of intrinsic APD gradients by electrotonic effects, as opposed to the complete abolition demonstrated in previous experimental measurements (38), this would suggest that electrotonic coupling is, if anything, stronger, not weaker, than represented in our model, questioning the presence of such subepicardial uncoupling in the rabbit. Furthermore, although a recent study has suggested that M-cell populations are found in isolated islands within midmyocardial locations in the human (22), their exact distribution in the rabbit is still not known. Thus here our goal was to represent overall electrotonic effects of the presence of a large number of such specialized cells within the midmyocardium i.e., as a layer with increased APD, as has been done previously (14, 15, 33, 43).
Furthermore, our current model did not account for any transmural variation in intracellular calcium handling and the consequent heterogeneity in calcium transient that have been reported experimentally (27, 30). Including such variation could influence the transmural heterogeneity in AP morphology and duration through the bidirectional coupling between voltage and calcium within the cell. Furthermore, transmural variation in the calcium transient could also affect voltage via excitation-contraction coupling and mechano-electric feedback effects, which could also lead to important arrhythmogenic implications.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that in this study our focus is on the importance of healthy electrophysiological heterogeneity within physiological ventricles. We do not investigate the effects of heterogeneity due to remodeling or channelopathies in pathological ventricles, which is known to be significant (1, 46) and has been shown in previous modeling studies to increase the complexity of cardiac arrhythmias within a human ventricular model (25). We also highlight that the findings presented here are specific to the rabbit ventricles and similar enquires in other species will be necessary to draw overall conclusions related to the importance of intrinsic electrophysiological heterogeneity in sustaining arrhythmias. However, due to the known similarities in arrhythmia dynamics between the rabbit and the human (39, 45), we postulate that physiological heterogeneity may also play a lesser role in the human ventricles.

Conclusions

We have shown that assigned intrinsic electrophysiological heterogeneity in APD in healthy ventricular cells is modulated by tissue-level electrotonic interactions and reduced further by rapid pacing rates under apex-base, epi-endo, and endo-epi propagation directions within an anatomically realistic ventricular model. As a consequence of this modulation, our findings further suggest that, although differences are witnessed during arrhythmia induction, the inclusion of electrophysiological heterogeneity does not significantly alter the dynamics of sustained reentrant arrhythmias in the healthy rabbit ventricle. This has important implications in the context of other previous studies, which have used homogeneous models in the investigation of arrhythmia mechanisms and in the future consideration of whether to represent such heterogeneity during construction of healthy ventricular models.
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